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SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPTS
Manuscripts should be submitted online via our manuscript submission and tracking site, http://www.editorialmanager.com/psm/. Full instructions for electronic submission are available directly from this site. To facilitate rapid reviewing, communications for peer review will be electronic and authors will need to supply a current e-mail address when registering to use the system.

Papers for publication from Europe (except those on genetic topics, irrespective of country), and all papers on imaging topics, should be submitted to the UK Office.

Papers from the Americas, Asia, Africa, Australasia and the Middle East (except those dealing with imaging topics), and all papers dealing with genetic topics, irrespective of country, should be sent to US Office.

Generally papers should not have text more than 4500 words in length (excluding these sections) and should not have more than a combined total of 5 tables and/or figures. Papers shorter than these limits are encouraged. For papers of unusual importance the editors may waive these requirements. A structured abstract of no more than 250 words should be given at the beginning of the article using the headings: Background; Methods; Results; Conclusions. The name of an author to whom correspondence should be sent must be indicated and a full postal address given in the footnote. Any acknowledgements should be placed at the end of the text (before the References section).

Declaration of Interest: A statement must be provided in the acknowledgements listing all financial support received for the work and, for all authors, any financial involvement (including employment, fees, share ownership) or affiliation with any organization whose financial interests may be affected by material in the manuscript, or which might potentially bias it. This applies to all papers including editorials and letters to the editor.

Contributors should also note the following:
1. S.I. units should be used throughout in text, figures and tables.
2. Authors should spell out in full any abbreviations used in their manuscripts.
3. Foreign quotations and phrases should be followed by a translation.

REFERENCES
The APA referencing system should be used in the text and a complete list of References cited given at the end of the article. In a text citation of a work by more than two authors cite the first author’s name followed by et al. In the References section, Where several references are cited together they should be listed in rising date order. The References section should be supplied in alphabetical order listing all authors up to 7 in number, or the first 6 authors plus the last author, date, article title, journal title in full, volume, page numbers and/or DOI. (authors’ names in bold, journal titles in full), following the text. Some examples follow:

Journal article with DOI:


Journal article without DOI (when DOI is not available):

No retrieval date is needed.

Journal article with DOI, more than seven authors:
Gilbert, D. G., McClernon, F. J., Rabinovich, N. E., Sugai, C., Plath, L. C., Asgaard, G., ... Botros, N. (2004). Effects of quitting smoking on EEG activation and attention last for more than 31 days and are more severe with stress, dependence, DRD2 A1 allele, and depressive traits. Nicotine and Tobacco Research, 6, 249–267. doi:XXX

Citations for Websites:

[Authors are requested to print-out and keep a copy of any online-only material, in case the URL changes or is no longer maintained.]

FIGURES AND TABLES
Only essential figures and tables should be included. Further tables, figures, photographs and appendices, may be included with the online version on the journal website. To ensure that your figures are reproduced to the highest possible standards, Cambridge Journals recommends the following formats and resolutions for supplying electronic figures. Please ensure that your figures are saved at final publication size and are in our recommended file formats. Following these guidelines will result in high quality images being reproduced in both the print and the online versions of the journal.

- **Line artwork:** Format: tif or eps, Colour mode: black and white (also known as 1-bit), Resolution: 1200 dpi; **Combination artwork (line/ tone):** Format: tif or eps, Colour mode: grayscale (also known as 8-bit), Resolution: 800 dpi; **Black and white halftone artwork:** Format: tif, Colour mode: grayscale (also known as 8-bit), Resolution: 300 dpi; **Colour halftone artwork:** Format: tif, Colour mode: CMYK colour, Resolution: 300 dpi. All photographs, graphs, and diagrams should be referred to as figures and should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals. Captions for figures should be typed double-spaced on separate sheets. Tables Tables should be numbered consecutively in the text in Arabic numerals and each typed on a separate sheet after the References section. Titles should be typed above the table.

PROOFS
Page proofs will be sent to the author designated to receive correspondence, corrections other than to printer's errors may be charged to the author. The corresponding author of each paper will receive a PDF file of their article.